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In this article, we consider whether personal relationships can affect the way that judges decide cases. To do so, we leverage
the natural experiment of a child’s gender to identify the effect of having daughters on the votes of judges. Using new data on
the family lives of U.S. Courts of Appeals judges, we find that, conditional on the number of children a judge has, judges with
daughters consistently vote in a more feminist fashion on gender issues than judges who have only sons. This result survives a
number of robustness tests and appears to be driven primarily by Republican judges. More broadly, this result demonstrates
that personal experiences influence how judges make decisions, and this is the first article to show that empathy may indeed
be a component in how judges decide cases.

We need somebody who’s got the heart, the em-
pathy, to recognize what it’s like to be a young
teenage mom. The empathy to understand what
it’s like to be poor, or African-American, or gay,
or disabled, or old. And that’s the criteria by
which I’m going to be selecting my judges.

—Barack Obama, on a 2007 campaign stop

Upon Justice David Souter’s retirement in May
2009, President Obama made it clear that one
of the criteria he would use in selecting Souter’s

replacement would be “empathy”—that is, a potential
nominee’s ability to identify “with people’s hopes and
struggles as an essential ingredient for arriving at just
decisions and outcomes” (Obama 2009). The statement
echoed much of what Obama emphasized throughout his
campaign: that the ability to empathize with others is, and
ought to be, a key criterion for nomination to the nation’s
federal courts.

Obama’s press statement was among the first by a
U.S. president acknowledging the possible effect of per-
sonal relationships and empathy on the way judges decide
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cases, and it ignited a fierce and ongoing debate. Critics
have strongly questioned whether judges do (or should)
have any kind of empathetic feelings that might be based
on their relationships with others. As one commenta-
tor complained, relying on empathy would translate into
judges “being partial instead of being impartial,” when,
in fact, “a judge is supposed to have empathy for no one
but simply to follow the law” (Garrett 2009). Supporters,
on the other hand, have applauded Obama’s sense that
empathy with others ought to be an important part of ju-
dicial decision making, with some commentators going
as far as arguing that the “single value we should demand
in a justice [has] nothing to do with race or gender,”
but “everything to do with empathy for others” (Lith-
wick and West 2010). So divisive has been this debate that
discussions about empathy largely dominated coverage
of Sonia Sotomayor’s and Elena Kagan’s Supreme Court
nominations, leading one news organization to label the
attendant vitriol as the “Empathy Wars” (Just 2009).

While the public debate has been framed around em-
pathy, critics have been more broadly concerned with
whether personal relationships affect decisions in any
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manner, via empathy or other kinds of attachments. How-
ever, there has been little theoretical or empirical work
addressing the possibility that personal relationships or
empathy could affect judicial decision making. Part of the
problem is that untangling the causal effect of such rela-
tionships is extremely difficult. Due to homophily, people
who are like-minded tend to flock together; liberals are
more likely to associate with liberals and conservatives
with conservatives. Thus, determining whether personal
relationships affect judicial decision making is challeng-
ing, if not impossible, under most circumstances. The
judicial politics literature has therefore focused on char-
acteristics such as partisanship (e.g., Sunstein et al. 2006)
or race/gender (e.g., Boyd, Epstein, and Martin 2010;
Kastellec 2013) in predicting decision making. However,
this overlooks legal and historical scholarship showing
that personal relationships and experiences may influ-
ence decision making. Despite the difficulties associated
with quantitatively evaluating the effect of these kinds of
relationships, a robust theory of judicial decision making
should take these factors into account.

This article is the first to provide robust empirical
support for the idea that personal relationships—as dis-
tinct from partisanship, race, or gender—may affect how
judges decide cases, and this evidence cannot be explained
by jurisprudence alone. We do so by focusing on one kind
of personal relationship that historians and journalists
have flagged as being particularly transformative: hav-
ing daughters. Not only could parenting daughters cause
a judge to change his or her substantive position (e.g.,
by becoming more progressive on gender issues), but it
also avoids the homophily problem associated with other
kinds of relationships. Specifically, once a couple decides
to have a child, the sex of that child is outside of that
couple’s control, resulting in a natural quasi-experiment
(Washington 2008). Employing a new data set on federal
judges’ families in tandem with a new data set on nearly
1,000 gender-related cases, we show that judges with at
least one daughter vote in a more liberal fashion on gender
issues than judges with sons, conditional on the number
of children. The effect is robust and appears driven largely
by Republican male appointees.

This article proceeds as follows. We begin by dis-
cussing the existing literature on personal attributes and
judicial decision making, and then by theoretically link-
ing this literature to the example of having daughters. We
next discuss the data, which are data on the families of
224 judges sitting on the U.S. Courts of Appeals, as well as
nearly 1,000 gender-related cases decided by these judges.
(Additional information on how the data were collected is
presented in the online supporting information.) We then
present our main findings, which show that judges who

have girls as opposed to boys are more likely to vote in a
liberal direction on these cases. We discuss the evidence
for and against competing explanations of our findings
and conclude by emphasizing the implications of this re-
search on the existing debate about empathy and judicial
actors as well as on the literature on judicial decision
making.

How Relationships Could Affect
Decision Making

We start by considering the role that personal relation-
ships might play in judicial politics. Relatively little schol-
arly attention has focused on the issue, probably due to
the difficulty of estimating the causal impact of relation-
ships that have been sought out voluntarily. Thus, the
bulk of the literature in judicial politics has been devoted
to ascertaining the impact of personal characteristics (as
opposed to personal relationships or experiences) on ju-
dicial decision making. A substantial literature in this
vein therefore documents the important role of partisan-
ship in how judges decide cases (e.g., Howard and Segal
2002; Rohde and Spaeth 1976; Schubert 1974; Segal and
Spaeth 2002; Sunstein et al. 2006). This includes findings
that Democratic appointees are more likely than Repub-
lican appointees to reach liberal decisions (e.g., Segal and
Spaeth 2002; Sunstein et al. 2006) or that a Democrat
sitting with two Republican colleagues on a three-judge
appeals panel may pull those Republicans toward a more
liberal ruling (Sunstein et al. 2006).

More recent scholarship has enriched this under-
standing by exploring additional characteristics such as
race and gender. For example, Boyd, Epstein, and Mar-
tin (2010) demonstrate that female judges vote differ-
ently than male judges, but only in instances involving
sex discrimination.1 Other literature has found that be-
ing a female judge has an effect on cases involving sex-
ual harassment, sex discrimination, or the sentences of
criminal defendants (e.g., Baldez, Epstein, and Martin
2006; Davis, Haire, and Songer 1993; Massie, John-
son, and Gubala 2002; Peresie 2005; Segal and Spaeth
2002). A companion body of literature has found dif-
ferences between judges of different races, for example,
showing that African American judges are more likely
to rule liberally on cases having a substantive racial

1In addition to these findings on individual effects, Boyd, Epstein,
and Martin (2010) also present findings on panel effects (i.e., the
effect of one member of a panel on another). These panel effects
findings are not directly relevant for the results discussed in this
article.
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dimension (see, e.g., Cox and Miles 2008; Gottschall
1983; Kastellec 2013; Scherer 2004). Taken together, this
literature suggests that a robust theory of judicial poli-
tics must incorporate not only partisanship and strategic
interactions, but also identity.

Despite this scholarship, numerous historians, legal
scholars, and journalists have noted that many judges
reach decisions that their partisan or demographic lean-
ings fail to predict (Greenhouse 2003; Toobin 2007). For
example, Justice William Rehnquist, a leading proponent
of states’ rights, ruled that states would have to abide by
the Family and Medical Leave Act; speculation was ram-
pant that his experience watching his divorced daughter,
Janet, juggle family life affected his views (Greenhouse
2003; Novak 2003). Another example is Justice Harry
Blackmun, whose college-aged daughter became preg-
nant, dropped out of university, and had a miscarriage, all
in the six years before he would go on to write the opinion
decriminalizing abortions in Roe v. Wade (Greenhouse
2006). These are not idiosyncrasies; in many instances,
personal experiences and relationships are thought to in-
fluence how judges rule, thus invigorating a normative
and political debate about the role of empathy in decision
making (Colby 2012).

In terms of the scholarly literature, some studies have
looked at the role that experiences, as opposed to per-
sonal characteristics (e.g., gender), may have on judicial
decision making. However, most of these have looked
at purely professional experiences (Epstein, Knight, and
Martin 2003), and most of these have done so within
the criminal sentencing context (Sisk, Heise, and Morriss
1998). Very few studies have looked at personal experi-
ences, and, to our knowledge, no empirical inquiry has
ever examined the potential effect that close or familial
relationships—that is, those relationships that might be
most pivotal—might have on judicial decision making.
Thus, despite their possible importance, personal rela-
tionships have yet to be fully incorporated into a theory
of judicial decision making.

Focusing on the Relationship
with Daughters

This gap in the literature leads us to our core inquiry:
whether we can identify the effects of personal experi-
ences on decision making. In exploring this question,
we address whether these kinds of personal relationships
could possibly be on par with other attributes that drive
how judges behave. If so, then personal experiences and
relationships perhaps should be considered alongside par-

tisanship and demographic characteristics in the compo-
nents that determine our theoretical understanding of
judicial decision making.

In this analysis, we focus on only one kind of per-
sonal experience: having daughters. Although other rela-
tionships may be equally important, we focus on daugh-
ters for two reasons. First, we know from journalistic
accounts that these kinds of experiences likely affected
the justices’ thinking on some major legal issues, thus
providing a fruitful test for a theory incorporating per-
sonal relationships into judicial decision making; here,
Justices Rehnquist and Blackmun provide two promi-
nent examples. Second, examining the effect of daughters
allows us to avoid the methodological problem of ho-
mophily. We avoid this problem by examining the effect
of having daughters only after conditioning on the num-
ber of children a judge has, following the methodology of
Washington (2008). Conditional on having a child, the sex
of the child is analogous to a natural experiment; once a
couple decides to have a child, the sex of that child is effec-
tively outside of that couple’s control and will therefore
be unrelated to other individual characteristics, including
partisanship or ideology. Thus, once they have decided to
have a child, judges cannot choose to be a parent to a
girl or boy; this relationship is established exogenously,
and allows us to quantify the causal effect of a personal
relationship on decision making.2

Why should having daughters affect judicial deci-
sion making? Although no literature within judicial pol-
itics has explored the issue, public opinion scholarship
provides some evidence. Most of this literature suggests

2Like Washington (2008) and Iacus, King, and Porro (2011), we
assume that the likelihood of a child being born a boy or a girl
is out of the parents’ control and unrelated to pertinent decision-
making characteristics. The possibility does exist, however, that the
probability of having a girl will vary between judges according to
specific traits. For example, perhaps more conservative people are
predisposed to have more boys, or more progressive or liberal peo-
ple have more girls. Although no study to our knowledge has made
these sorts of ideological claims, some studies have claimed that
more physically attractive people have more daughters (Kanazawa
2007) and that taller and heavier people (Kanazawa 2005), battered
women (Kanazawa 2008), and violent men (Kanazawa 2006) have
a higher share of sons. We note that this literature is contested (see,
e.g., Gelman, and Weakliem [2009] and Denny [2008] for rebuttals)
and that, with the exception of violent tendencies, it is unlikely that
these other traits would influence judicial decision making. This
does, however, mean that the research design fails more generally
when it comes to other kinds of child-gender manipulations, such
as the adoption of children. Parents often have strong preferences
about a child’s gender, and, if given a choice, may opt for adopting
a girl over a boy, a boy over a girl, or one child of each gender. Chief
Justice John Roberts, for example, has two adopted children, one
boy and one girl. We therefore drop from this analysis any adopted
children or stepchildren. In addition, we assume that judges are not
having sex-selective procedures, including sex-selective abortions.
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that having daughters leads individuals to have more lib-
eral political and social positions than those who have
sons. For example, Warner (1991) finds that both men
and women who have daughters are more likely to sup-
port feminist positions than those who do not. Warner
and Steel (1999) similarly demonstrate that support for
policies promoting gender equity increases for both men
and women when they have daughters. More recently,
Oswald and Powdthavee (2010) find evidence that having
daughters makes British parents more “left-wing” when it
comes to their politics, whereas having sons makes them
more “right-wing.” Shafer and Malhotra (2011) likewise
provide evidence that parenting daughters as opposed to
sons leads men to have less traditional views of gender
roles, but it has no effect on women. In other fields, hav-
ing daughters has been shown to increase the probability
that parents will divorce (Bolzendahl and Myers 2004),
that male investors will shift their money into stocks as
opposed to bonds (Bogan 2013), and that fathers will
work longer and earn more wages but not as much as
they would have if they had had sons (Lundberg and
Rose 2002). The exception to this literature is Conley
and Rauscher (2013), which uses public opinion data and
finds that a higher proportion of female children leads
to more Republican identification. Although their expla-
nation does not reconcile the differences between their
finding and that of Oswald and Powdthavee (2010), they
do posit that a difference between the public and political
elites is that members of the public respond to having
daughters by becoming more conservative, whereas po-
litical actors are selected on the basis of their families,
with liberal politicians being elected in part because they
have girls.3

This literature thins when it comes to elite deci-
sion making. To our knowledge, no study has looked
at this issue in the context of executive decision making.
Within the legislative context, the study most similar to
our own is Washington (2008; replicated via matching
in Iacus, King, and Porro (2011)), which found that U.S.
Congress members who have daughters are more likely
to vote liberally on reproductive rights issues than those
who have sons. There are, however, reasons to think that
congressional legislators differ from federal judges, who
serve under the constraint of legal precedent. This last
fact has led many commentators to assert that judges

3Another possible exception is Healy and Malhotra (2013), who
find that brothers who grew up with sisters are more likely to be
conservative on gender issues later in life. One reason, they posit,
is that boys with sisters are conditioned early on to expect women
to do more housework. We do not expect this mechanism to play a
role in our analysis, however.

specifically should not place any import on personal
relationships.

Theoretical Expectations

Taking this literature in tandem with the literature within
judicial politics, we develop and evaluate four theories
behind how personal relationships (e.g., having daugh-
ters) could play a key role in affecting decision mak-
ing: learning, protectionism, lobbying, and preference re-
alignment.4 The explanations we list here are not mutually
exclusive, but, as we discuss below, they do lead to some
observable implications.

Learning

Theories of learning and exposure (Bolzendahl and
Myers 2004; Reingold and Foust 1998) imply that per-
sonal relationships have effects via learning; that is, em-
pathy is primarily about learning about someone else’s
worldview. For example, many male judges may be unfa-
miliar with the challenges young women face when ini-
tiating sexual harassment claims or might have limited
knowledge about the laws governing maternity or fam-
ily medical leave. Having a daughter would increase their
knowledge about these issues and push them to the left.
(Greenhouse [2003] implies that this might have been the
case for Justice Rehnquist.5) By having a daughter—and
by interacting with her and her peers—judges may learn
about these issues, and this additional knowledge in turn
informs their opinions.6

4As in Washington (2008), another potential explanation (or, more
accurately, threat to the identification strategy) is that of selection
bias, or that potential judicial candidates with daughters (especially
conservatives) are less likely than those with sons to pursue a career
in the judiciary, thus suggesting a daughters effect when none in
fact exists; although the possibility of this seems remote, we discuss
the possibility below.

5Greenhouse (2003) notes that Rehnquist’s “daughter, Janet, is a
single mother who until recently held a high-pressure job and
sometimes had child care problems. Several times this term, the
78-year-old Chief Justice of the United States left work early to pick
up his granddaughters from school. Not evolution, but, perhaps,
life.”

6We note that many issues—for example, reproductive rights issues,
employment discrimination on the basis of pregnancy, and so on.—
are issues that primarily affect young women, as opposed to older
women. Thus, perhaps most learning about these issues would
come from contact with younger women, such as adult daughters
(versus, for male judges, their spouses). However, gender-based
differences (in terms of clothing, toys, and other kinds of messages)
could appear earlier in life, and so “learning” could happen with
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Such a learning theory would imply that (1) we should
see the greatest effect among those who have more to learn,
specifically male judges (female judges, after all, are likely
to already have had intimate firsthand experience with
gender issues), and (2) we should see this effect for cases
having a gendered component, which represents the cases
for which learning from daughters (as opposed to sons)
would be the most salient. Additionally, the learning the-
ory would imply similar effects across Democrats and
Republicans; however, the effect might be easier to detect
for Republicans, as many (though not all) Democrats may
already have liberal positions on gender-related issues. In
addition, the learning theory would imply that we should
see the greatest change coming once a judge has at least
one girl; on average, having additional girls would likely
not significantly increase the amount of learning about
gender-related issues.

Protectionism

Another possibility is that relationship effects are oper-
ationalized via wanting to prevent emotional or phys-
ical harm; that is, people want to protect those with
whom they have strong personal relationships. Under
this theory, parents would want to protect their daugh-
ters from possible gender-based discrimination, resulting
in increased progressive views on employment or preg-
nancy discrimination law. But, in addition, under this
theory, parents would also want to protect their daugh-
ters from possible predators, including criminal preda-
tors, and would want to foment or promote stronger
connections between the daughters and the family. In
this regard, a long literature has documented parental
differential treatment, some of it starting at an early age
(Raley and Bianchi 2006); much of this literature sug-
gests protectionist tendencies toward daughters, such as
Condry, Condry, and Pogatshnik (1983), who find that
mothers respond more quickly to the sounds of a baby
girl crying; Sidorowicz and Lunney (1980), who find that
baby girls are held and played with differently; or Fiese
and Skillman (2000), who find that girls are less likely to
be told stories promoting autonomy or independence.

Under such a theory, it is possible that we would see a
general liberal trend among those having daughters across
many cases having a gendered component, specifically
cases involving discrimination against women. (However,
we might also see a conservative trend among reproduc-
tive rights or abortion cases.) Importantly, however, we

even younger daughters as well. Our results are consistent with
either of these arguments.

should also see an effect in criminal cases as well, with
judges with daughters being more likely to uphold sen-
tences in cases of rape and sexual assault. More broadly,
we might see that judges with daughters are more likely to
side against defendants in criminal cases. The observable
implication of this theory would be differences across dif-
ferent kinds of legal issue areas, with judges with daughters
voting more liberally on civil cases having a gender compo-
nent but more conservatively on criminal cases (specifically,
rape and sexual assault). We also expect to see this kind of
mechanism at work both for male and female judges and
across party lines, with the caveat that the effect would be
easier to detect for Republican judges in gender-related
civil cases and among Democrats in criminal cases.

Lobbying or Preference Realignment

A slightly different take on “empathy” is that judges incur
costs associated with holding views antithetical to the
views of close family members because they are scolded
or otherwise socially penalized at home.

For example, one possibility is that costs accrue due
to social pressure or lobbying. As an illustration, we
know that Justice Blackmun and his three daughters fre-
quently discussed politics at the dinner table, and that
his daughters made their progressive views well known
(Greenhouse 2006). Thus, Blackmun might have incurred
social costs at home if he had not voted in a liberal di-
rection on important cases before the Court (although
this is speculative). The observable implications of such a
lobbying mechanism are complex, however. If all daugh-
ters are more liberal than their parents and any sons,7

daughters would lobby their parents leftward, but they
might do so across all issues, not just issues having a par-
ticular gendered dimension. Thus, we might expect to
see an effect of having girls across all issue areas: gender
and sex discrimination, First Amendment, crime, etc. We
would also see this across male and female judges as well
as across party lines (although, again, the effect would
be difficult to detect for Democrats). Lastly, we may also
see an increasing effect with each girl, as each additional
daughter applies additional pressure.8

7This is hardly a valid assumption; as scholarship from public opin-
ion suggests, partisanship can be thought of as being transferred
from parent to child (Campbell et al. 1966; Zuckerman, Dasović,
and Fitzgerald 2007). We would therefore expect that children of
judges roughly share the same partisanship as their parents and
also their siblings.

8The observational implications become more complex (and per-
haps impossible to detect) when we more realistically consider that
some daughters might be more conservative than their parents and
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Another possibility is that costs accrue not neces-
sarily through lobbying, but through other pathways
(Bolzendahl and Myers 2004; Coltrane 1997; Gerson
1993; Kane and Sanchez 1994; Washington 2008). For
example, Warner (1991) finds that those with girls (as
opposed to boys) are more likely to support feminist
policies—including policies promoting workplace egali-
tarianism. Consistent with this idea, parents with daugh-
ters might have a pecuniary interest in seeing employ-
ment discrimination against their daughters be outlawed.
This kind of preference realignment would predict that
judges who have daughters will take a more liberal stance
on civil issues having a gendered component. However, we
should expect to see this effect across both male and fe-
male judges, as both would have an incentive to change
the law in ways that advantage their daughters. Lastly, we
should also see this for Democrat and Republican judges,
although detecting the change might be more straight-
forward for Republicans as opposed to Democrats, many
of whom may already have liberal views on these issues.

Fertility Stopping Rules

We note that factors unrelated to personal relationships
could be driving any results. For example, couples may be
using “fertility stopping rules” or the practice by which
couples continue or stop having children in part based on
the gender of the children they already have.9 It could be
the case, for example, that judges (1) keep having children
until they have at least one child of each gender, (2) are
conservative and so are content with having had only
boys, or (3) are liberal so are content with having had all
girls. As we discuss in detail below, finding a “daughters
effect” could simply be an artifact of the use of fertility
stopping rules. To address concern (1) and to partially
address concerns (2) and (3), we more closely examine
couples who have only one child—for whom the fertility
stopping rules are, as we note later on, less of a concern.
Although this is by no means a perfect test of these rules,
it does address couples who appear to lack an expressed
preference for at least one of each gender. This leads us
to a related supposition, which is that the daughters effect
should also manifest among judges with only one child.

others more liberal. In this case, then the effects would be muddled,
and not particularly discernible across gendered cases versus not.

9These sorts of fertility stopping rules are referred to in the demog-
raphy literature as “differential stopping behavior” (Clark 2000). In
the United States, the preference is for gender balance (Freedman,
Freedman, and Whelpton 1960; Raley and Bianchi 2006; Sloane
and Lee 1983; Yamaguchi and Ferguson 1995). Evidence that this
preference has diminished over time is explored in Pollard and
Morgan (2002)

TABLE 1 Number of Children and Girls for U.S.
Courts of Appeals Judges Participating
in Gender-Related Cases, 1996-2002

Number of Children 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 N

Democrat 12 13 33 24 15 4 – 1 – 1 103
Republican 13 8 44 30 15 7 3 – 1 – 121
Number of Girls 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Democrats 26 35 29 10 1 2 – – – –
Republicans 36 43 31 9 2 0 – – – –

Data and Methods

We explore these theories using data from the U.S. Courts
of Appeals, the middle tier in the federal court system. We
choose appellate courts primarily due to data availabil-
ity. With approximately 200 judges at any given time, we
have more data on appellate judges than if we just fo-
cused on the nine justices on the U.S. Supreme Court.
In addition, although gathering personal information on
federal judges is a difficult enterprise (as we discuss in the
supporting information), it is more feasible for appellate
judges versus district judges. Lastly, the federal appeals
courts follow a long-standing practice of not allowing
justices to request cases; thus, judges with daughters may
not request to hear gender-related cases.

Family Data

While several databases on appellate judges’ personal
characteristics exist, we know of no extant data set that
contains information on judges’ family lives. We there-
fore collected new data that include the number of chil-
dren for each appeals judge and how many of them are
girls. Table 1 provides a summary. This information was
gathered from publicly available sources such as Who’s
Who in American Law, the CQ Press Judicial Staff Direc-
tory, alumni newsletters, newspaper articles, and public
announcements such as obituaries. Additional informa-
tion on how the data were collected is provided in the
supporting information. We further combine these data
with existing data collected by Zuk, Barrow, and Gryski
(2009) on judges’ partisanship (party affiliation of the ap-
pointing president), birth year, race, gender, and religious
identification.

Note that data on the birth order of children were
either completely unavailable or impossible to infer, as
was information on the approximate age of each child.
We also do not have data on whether judges had these
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children before or after 1996, which is when our case
data begin. However, the average age at investiture for
the judges in our sample is 50.6; by contrast, the mean
age for an American man to have his first child is around
25 (Martinez, Daniels, and Chandra 2012). In addition,
to the authors’ knowledge, no judge in our data appears
to have had offspring during the time period in ques-
tion. Thus, we move forward assuming that these judges
have concluded having children before the time frame in
question.10

Case-Level Data

To address our various theories, we rely on two case-
level data sets. The first is a randomly selected subset of
published Courts of Appeals cases collected and coded
by Kuersten and Haire (2007). This data set includes ap-
proximately 3,000 cases from 1996 to 2002 and allows
us to test the effect of having daughters not just within
gender-related cases, but across all legal issue areas (in-
cluding criminal cases). However, several of our hypothe-
ses specifically posit that judges with daughters will vote
in a more liberal fashion only on cases having a gender
dimension. Because databases like Kuersten and Haire’s
have very few such cases, we gathered a second new data
set to capture the universe of civil gender-related cases
decided by the U.S. Courts of Appeals.

To collect these cases, we started with all of the
cases, published and unpublished,11 decided from 1996
to 200212 that had “gender,” “pregnancy,” or “sex” in the
LexisNexis case classification headings. This initial search
yielded approximately 1,450 cases, but it included 134
cases having nothing to do with women’s rights (e.g.,
race-based discrimination cases where gender was men-
tioned only in passing); we therefore subset this popu-
lation into cases that explicitly involved (1) employment

10We note that age of the child could be important in understand-
ing the mechanisms involved. For example, older children could be
more likely to engage in lobbying than extremely young children.
Although we cannot test this directly (because the data are unavail-
able), seeing an effect despite this would suggest that we would be
presenting a conservative estimate of the effect for older children.

11We chose to include unpublished cases as well because having
girls could affect the decision to publish an opinion; including
both published and unpublished cases avoids such potential bias.
This is one advantage to using our new data set versus that of
Kuersten and Haire (2007).

12For the sake of legal and historical consistency, we focus on cases
from June 27, 1996, moving forward. This has the effect of including
only those cases that were decided after the last major Supreme
Court case involving women’s rights issues, United States v. Virginia.
We choose 2002 as our end point to make this data analysis parallel
to the data compiled by Kuersten and Haire (2007).

discrimination on the basis of gender by private actors,
(2) employment discrimination on the basis of pregnancy
by private actors, (3) reproductive rights or abortion, and
(4) claims made under Title IX. This left us with 1,325
cases that had a gender component, of which the greatest
share (92%) were employment discrimination cases. Of
these 1,325 cases, 310 were brought by male or transsex-
ual plaintiffs or by plaintiffs representing men’s or lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) interests. Because
these cases did not go to the heart of our inquiry (and
because many included male plaintiffs suing for adverse
employment decisions due to sexual harassment by the
plaintiff), we excluded them.

After discarding cases brought by men or LGBT plain-
tiffs, we were left with 990 gender-related cases involving
discrimination against women or women’s rights. For
each of these, we collected the names of the appeals court
judges on the panel (excluding non-appeals court visiting
judges). We also coded the directionality of each of the
judges’ votes as being (1) antifeminist or (2) partially or
entirely feminist.13 The feminist decision would be one
in which the judge voted in favor of the female plaintiff
or in favor of the plaintiff representing women’s inter-
est (e.g., if the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission brought a suit on behalf of female employees).
The antifeminist decision would be one in which the
judge voted in favor of defendant employers or in favor
of sustaining a restrictive antiabortion statute. The par-
tially feminist decision would be one in which the judge’s
vote was mixed, for example, an instance in which the
plaintiff won some claims but lost others. The end result
was 2,674 unique votes cast by 244 unique appeals court
judges.

We were able to track down fertility data for 224 of
these judges (Tables 1 and 2). In general, it was more diffi-
cult to confirm the absence of children than the presence
and sex of children (which we discuss in the supporting
information). It is therefore quite likely that many of the
judges for whom we are missing fertility data did not have
any children, and are not relevant for many of the results
discussed in the next section. In addition, we could not
find the gender breakdown for the handful of individuals
with extremely large numbers of children (e.g., Republi-
can Wallace Clifford, who had 15 children, or Democrat
Henry Politz, who had 11); for these individuals, we had
no counterpoints to provide comparison, meaning that
they would be excluded in any event. Lastly, there is no

13The results do not hinge on this coding decision; an ordered
specification including the partially feminist cases as a separate
category is included in Table 5, Model 6 (as well as in Table 6,
Model 8 for non-gender-cases), and the results are the same.
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TABLE 2 Demographics of U.S. Courts of Appeals Judges Who Voted on Gender-Related Cases,
1996-2002

All Democrats Republicans Women Men

Mean Number of Children 2.47 2.40 2.54 1.58 2.66
Mean Number of. Girls 1.24 1.33 1.16 0.71 1.34
Proportion Who Have 0 Children 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.29 0.08
1 Child 0.09 0.13 0.07 0.21 0.07
2 Children 0.34 0.32 0.36 0.26 0.36
3 Children 0.24 0.23 0.25 0.13 0.26
4 Children 0.13 0.15 0.12 0.08 0.15
5 Children 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.05
6 Children or More 0.03 0.02 0.03 – 0.03
Proportion Female 0.17 0.26 0.09 – –
Proportion Republican 0.54 – – 0.29 0.59
Proportion White 0.91 0.78 0.99 0.93 0.91
Mean Year Born 1932.55 1931.23 1933.43 1938.57 1931.49
N 224 103 121 38 186

ex ante reason to believe that any missingness or measure-
ment error would be different for daughters as opposed
to sons.

Summary statistics on the 224 judges for whom
we could find fertility data are described in Table 2.
These judges have on average 2.47 children per judge,
with Republicans having more children on average than
Democrats (2.54 versus 2.40—both higher than the pop-
ulation average of 2.1), but the difference in proportion of
female children between Democrats and Republicans is
small enough to be attributable to chance. Female judges
tend to have fewer children than male judges (1.58 versus
2.66), with nearly 30% of female judges having zero chil-
dren. Given the extraordinarily small fraction of judges
who have more than five children, we drop these individ-
uals in some of the analyses (which we explain in more
detail below).

Methodology

Our primary explanatory variable is the number of bio-
logical daughters each judge has, conditioned on the total
number of children, per the methodology of Washington
(2008). We treat the number of daughters as categorical
variables in order to explore whether the effect of having
girls proceeds in a nonlinear fashion. Furthermore, we
condition on the total number of children by including
fixed effects, which estimates the effects of having girls
among judges with the same number of children.14

14Phrasing this in terms of the proportion of children that are
daughters would conflate two processes: The proportion would

We present results analyzing two different outcome
variables. The first is the judge’s overall voting record,
which we construct by examining the proportion of a
judge’s votes made in a liberal or feminist direction;
Figure 1 depicts this variable for gender-related cases.
This measure provides a straightforward analogy to
Washington’s (2008) legislator voting scores and roll-call
vote shares and is less sensitive to potential panel effects.15

It also appropriately captures the fact that having daugh-
ters (our “treatment”) happens at the judge level, not the
case level. As such, we use this outcome for most of the
analyses we present. We do note, however, that unlike
votes taken in Congress, the number of cases, includ-
ing gender-related cases, heard by each judge varies (see
Table 3 for a summary of gender-related cases) due to
different lengths of service, different jurisdictions hearing
different numbers of cases, etc. We therefore use weighted
least squares (WLS) regression with the proportion of
cases each judge decided in a liberal/feminist direction as
the outcome variable, weighted by the number of cases
each judge heard.16

increase as the number of daughters increases but alternatively as
the number of children decreases. Hence, we would not be able to
isolate the daughters effect without further assumptions.

15In fact, the composition of Congress changes very little or not at
all from vote to vote, whereas judges are likely to be members of
very different panels for each vote. Hence, panel effects are likely
to be less problematic in the judicial context than the legislative
context.

16Using ordinary least squares (OLS) regression would violate the
assumption of constant variance across observations, as the vari-
ance would vary according to the number of cases each judge heard.
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FIGURE 1 Distribution of the Proportion of
Cases Decided in a Feminist
Direction out of All Gender-Related
Cases Decided, 1996-2002

0.0 0.5 1.0

Proportion of Cases Decided in a Feminist Direction

Less Feminist More Feminist

Republicans

Democrats

All

TABLE 3 Distribution of the Number of
Gender-Related Cases Heard per Judge,
1996-2002

Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.

All Judges 1 5 8 11.10 14 46
Democrats 1 5 7 10.12 13 39
Republicans 1 5 9 11.94 14 46

As an additional check, and to provide congruence
with the courts of appeals literature, we also analyze a
second outcome variable, judge-level votes in individual
cases. By including circuits- and case-level controls, this
measure allows us to control for idiosyncratic circuit or
case-level factors that could affect judges’ votes. Here, we
use logit and ordered logit regressions and include circuit
fixed effects, year-by-year fixed effects, issue area fixed
effects, and standard errors clustered at the case level.
For both types of analyses, we include additional controls
that could affect decision making, including partisanship,
age, gender, religion (Catholicism), and race. The conclu-
sions from all of the analyses are substantively similar; we
therefore present some of these additional analyses in the
supporting information.

Results

We begin by addressing the possibility that personal re-
lationships affect decision making via learning, protec-
tionism, or preference realignment, which all posit that
having daughters would push judges leftward on gender-
related cases—a finding in line with the literature on gen-
der and judicial decision making (e.g., Boyd, Epstein,
and Martin 2010). We later address the possibility that
these findings could extend to non-gender-related cases as
well.

Daughters Effect among Gender-Related
Cases

Table 4 presents results in which the outcome variable is
the judges’ records on voting on gender rights cases—
that is, the proportion of cases that each judge decided
in a feminist-leaning direction. Model 1 shows the re-
sults when we include the number of girls as a categor-
ical variable. More substantively, we compare how the
effect varies between having no daughters and having
up to five daughters, compared among judges who have
the same number of children. The model shows that an
increase in the number of girls from none to one, con-
ditional on the total number of children, translates on
average into a 9% increase in the proportion of gender-
related cases in which a judge will vote in a feminist direc-
tion. Comparable results are given by looking at increases
from zero to two girls, zero to three girls, and zero to
five girls, although the small number of judges with so
many daughters means that these estimates are statisti-
cally insignificant. Surprisingly, we see a negative effect
for increases from zero to four girls; however, this effect is
based on a very small number of judges and is not close to
significant.

Nearly the same substantive result is yielded by Model
2, in which we include a dummy variable for whether a
judge has at least one daughter. Here, having at least one
daughter corresponds to a 7% increase in the proportion
of cases in which a judge will vote in a feminist direction.
The findings in both Model 1 and Model 2 demonstrate
that the greatest change comes simply from having at
least one girl; there is no added impact on having addi-
tional girls, and the effect does not increase linearly. This
is one piece of evidence against the theory that the effect
is being driven by daughters lobbying or placing social
pressure on their parents; such a lobbying theory would
suggest that having daughters would bring additional
effects.
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TABLE 4 Weighted Least Squares Results, Gender-Related Cases Only

Voting Record in a Feminist Direction, Gender-Related Cases Only
All Judges Judges with 1–4 Children

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

At Least 1 Girl 0.07∗∗ 0.09∗∗ 0.07∗ 0.07∗∗ 0.09∗∗ 0.07∗

(0.03) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)
1 Girl 0.09∗∗ 0.09∗∗

(0.04) (0.04)
2 Girls 0.05 0.05

(0.04) (0.04)
3 Girls 0.06 0.08

(0.06) (0.07)
4 Girls −0.35

(0.46)
5 Girls 0.27

(0.17)
Republican −0.15∗∗∗ −0.17∗∗∗ −0.15∗∗∗ −0.17∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.04)
Age 0.01∗∗ 0.004 0.004 0.004

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)
Catholic −0.08∗∗ −0.08∗∗ −0.06 −0.05

(0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)
Woman −0.08∗ −0.07∗ −0.05 −0.04

(0.05) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05)
African American −0.06 −0.06 −0.04 −0.05

(0.07) (0.07) (0.08) (0.08)
Hispanic −0.11 −0.10 −0.17 −0.17

(0.11) (0.10) (0.12) (0.11)
Child Fixed Effects � � � � � � � �
Circuit Fixed Effects � �
Constant 0.39∗∗∗ 0.39∗∗∗ 0.30∗∗ 0.54∗∗∗ 0.31∗∗∗ 0.32∗∗∗ 0.29∗ 0.43∗∗

(0.04) (0.04) (0.13) (0.14) (0.04) (0.04) (0.16) (0.17)
N 224 224 161 161 182 182 130 130
R-squared 0.06 0.04 0.21 0.42 0.04 0.03 0.19 0.39
Adj. R-squared −0.01 −0.01 0.12 0.30 0.01 0.01 0.13 0.28

Note: Outcome is proportion of feminist votes. Models 1-4 are for all judges, and Models 5-8 are for judges with 1-4 children. (No judge
among those with 1-4 children had four girls.) All models include fixed effects for number of children and use weights based on the number
of cases heard by each judge. ∗∗∗p < .01, ∗∗p < .05, ∗p < .10.

Given that we see little movement with additional
daughters, we move forward by collapsing explanatory
variables to look at the effect of having at least one daugh-
ter, conditioning on the total number of children (Model
2). We are also mindful of the extremely small number
of judges with five or more children. The small sample
size in these groups leads to an inability to estimate the
effects among this group with any precision, as seen in
Model 1. Mindful that these 17 judges could be driving
the results, we also present results limiting the space to
those between one and four—who collectively represent

92% of all judges. These results are presented in Models
5–8 in Table 4 and demonstrate that the effect of hav-
ing daughters is strong and significant: Having at least
one girl results in an approximate 7% increase in the
share of cases in which a judge will vote in a feminist
direction. The results are even stronger if we limit the
sample space to the 80% of judges with fewer than four
children; because the effect for judges with four children
appears mixed, we include the four-child judges in the
interest of transparency and presenting conservative re-
sults. Because these results are comparable in all respects,
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and because they reduce reliance on a small sample of
unusually highly fertile judges, we move forward com-
paring judges with four children or fewer in subsequent
analyses. As a point of comparison, we also present sev-
eral other model specifications in Tables 4. For example,
in Table 4, Models 3, 4, 7, and 8, we include additional
covariates that might be predictive of judges’ voting on
gender-related issues, including partisanship, gender, and
race.17 We also include circuit fixed effects in Models
4 and 8.

In Table 5, we demonstrate the effect of having daugh-
ters on individual judge-votes, at the case level (i.e., the
probability that a judge will vote in a feminist direc-
tion in any given gender-related case). Table 5, Model 1
again shows that the effect primarily comes from par-
enting one girl, which we verify in Model 2. We in-
clude additional controls in Table 5, Model 3 (parti-
sanship, gender, and race), Model 4 (circuit, year, and
issue area fixed effects), and Model 5 (standard errors
that are calculated via a bootstrap clustered on the case).
Lastly, as a further guard against the possibility of the
results being driven by how the outcome variable is
stylized, we use an ordered logit specification, with the
outcome being whether the judge voted in an antifemi-
nist, mixed/partially feminist, or feminist direction; this
last model also includes bootstrap clustered standard er-
rors. The results are substantively the same, with the im-
pact of having daughters being a positive and significant
predictor of increased feminist voting under all model
specifications.

Daughters Effect on Other Cases

As suggested by the theory of lobbying and protectionism,
the influence of having daughters may extend across all
cases, not just those having a gendered component. Thus,
Table 6 presents parallel results on the data collected and
coded by Kuersten and Haire (2007), which include a sub-
set of approximately 3,000 randomly selected published
cases (1996–2002) across all issue areas.18 Models 1–3
replicate the analysis examining each judge’s record of
voting in a liberal direction across these cases, and Mod-
els 4–7 present the outcome variable as a judge-level case-
by-case vote. Model 8 stylizes the outcome variable as

17Note that there is some missingness in this judge demographic
data; rerunning the original analyses on the smaller subset that had
no missingness results in substantively identical results, which leads
us to believe that the data are essentially missing fairly randomly.

18In analyses not shown, we verify that the daughters effect is indeed
present for civil gender-related cases in the Kuersten and Haire
(2007) data.

whether the judge voted in a conservative, mixed and/or
moderate, or liberal direction.19 Under all model speci-
fications, and with different kinds of controls, the effect
of having daughters is null. We replicate these results for
criminal law cases only, shown in the supplemental in-
formation; the effects associated with having daughters
are likewise null. Taken together, the results demonstrate
that the existence of the daughters effect can only be es-
tablished for civil cases having a gendered dimension. As
we discuss below, this is evidence against several possi-
ble mechanisms, including lobbying and protectionism,
which would both predict an effect outside of the gen-
dered context.

Daughters Effect by Party

Now that we have ruled out that the daughters effect
applies to non-gender related cases, we turn to examining
the effect within gender cases more closely. We begin by
examining whether the effect varies by party.20 As we note
earlier, if having daughters pushes judges to the left, as is
seen on gender issues, then we should be able to detect
this more easily for Republican judges, who are less likely
to vote in a liberal direction on these issues a priori.

The first two columns of Table 7 present results that
are disaggregated by the party of the appointing president.
Model 1 presents the results for judges who were ap-
pointed by a Republican president, and Model 2 presents
the results for judges who were appointed by a Democratic
president. As before, the outcome variable is the propor-
tion of cases a judge decided in a feminist direction on
gender-related cases. Comparing the two models makes it
clear that the effect is being driven by Republican judges—
the effect for Republican judges is an average 7% increase
in the proportion of cases decided in a feminist direction
(and significant at the 10% level, with a p-value of .09, for
judges with fewer than five children, and at the 5% level,
with p-value of .03, for judges with fewer than four chil-
dren) whereas the effect for Democrat judges is on average
4% and is not signifiant under any model specification or
population subset. Thus, we see some evidence in favor
of the idea that the daughters effect works primarily for

19Models 6, 7, and 8 also include fixed effects for legal issue area.
These include (1) criminal law, (2) civil rights, (3) First Amend-
ment, (4) due process, (5) privacy, (6) labor relations, (7) economic
activity and regulation, and (8) miscellaneous or not ascertained
(Kuersten and Haire 2007).

20We note that partisanship could be affected by the act of having a
daughter, making it posttreatment. Although this appears not to be
a large concern (differences in the proportion of daughters between
Republicans and Democrats are not significant), we nonetheless are
mindful of the posttreatment issues and therefore aim primarily to
examine whether the effect varies across subsets.
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TABLE 5 Logit and Ordered Logit Results, Gender-Related Cases Only

Case-Level Judge-Vote in Feminist Direction, Gender-Related Cases

Logit Ordered Logit

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1 Girl 0.38∗∗∗

(0.13)
2 Girls 0.20

(0.14)
3 Girls 0.35

(0.23)
At Least 1 Girl 0.32∗∗∗ 0.40∗∗ 0.42∗∗ 0.42∗∗∗ 0.43∗∗∗

(0.12) (0.16) (0.17) (0.15) (0.14)
Republican −0.70∗∗∗ −0.68∗∗∗ −0.68∗∗∗ −0.64∗∗∗

(0.15) (0.15) (0.16) (0.15)
Age at Investiture 0.02 0.02 0.02∗ 0.02∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Catholic −0.19 −0.21 −0.21 −0.19

(0.14) (0.14) (0.13) (0.13)
Woman −0.07 −0.10 −0.10 −0.07

(0.21) (0.21) (0.22) (0.22)
African American −0.18 −0.20 −0.20 −0.23

(0.31) (0.31) (0.29) (0.27)
Hispanic −0.65 −0.65 −0.65 −0.72

(0.45) (0.45) (0.59) (0.55)
Employment −1.54∗∗∗ −1.54∗∗∗ −2.17∗∗∗

(0.50) (0.54) (0.60)
Pregnancy −1.73∗∗∗ −1.73∗∗∗ −2.29∗∗∗

(0.55) (0.55) (0.62)
Reproduction −1.43 −1.43 −2.52

(1.16) (9.91) (5.50)
Title IX −0.29 −0.29 −1.16

(0.69) (1.00) (0.81)
Constant −0.80∗∗∗ −0.76∗∗∗ −0.42 1.12 1.12

(0.14) (0.14) (0.73) (0.89) (0.85)
N 1974 1974 1507 1507 1507 1507
Child Fixed Effect � � � � � �
Circuit Fixed Effect � � � �
Year Fixed Effect � � � �
Case-Level Clustered SEs � �
Log Likelihood −1319.68 −1320.98 −941.41 −932.03 −932.03
AIC 2653.37 2651.97 1938.81 1928.06 1928.06

Note: Outcome is whether the judge in a case votes in a feminist direction (Models 1-5) or in an antifeminist, partially feminist, or feminist
direction (Model 6). All models include fixed effects for total number of children, and Models 3-6 include circuit and year fixed effects.
Models 5 and 6 additionally include standard errors clustered at the case level. ∗∗∗p < .01, ∗∗p < .05, ∗p < .10.
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TABLE 6 Weighted Least Squares, Logit, and Ordered Logit Results, All Cases

Case-Level Judge-Vote in Liberal Direction, All Cases

WLS Logit Ordered Logit

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

At Least 1 Girl 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.18 0.01 0.01 0.0002
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.10) (0.11) (0.12) (0.12) (0.12)

Republican −0.04 −0.05∗ −0.21∗∗ −0.23∗∗ −0.23∗∗ −0.26∗∗

(0.03) (0.03) (0.09) (0.10) (0.10) (0.10)
Age at Investiture −0.001 −0.001 −0.004 −0.001 −0.001 −0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Catholic −0.05 −0.02 −0.19∗∗ −0.10 −0.10 −0.09

(0.03) (0.03) (0.09) (0.10) (0.09) (0.09)
Woman −0.001 0.001 −0.02 0.01 0.01 −0.02

(0.04) (0.04) (0.12) (0.14) (0.14) (0.13)
African American 0.02 −0.04 0.04 −0.08 −0.08 −0.09

(0.07) (0.06) (0.20) (0.23) (0.22) (0.21)
Hispanic 0.02 −0.03 0.05 −0.13 −0.13 −0.13

(0.09) (0.08) (0.28) (0.31) (0.29) (0.29)
Child Fixed Effects � � � � � � � �
Circuit Fixed Effect � � � � �
Year Fixed Effect � � �
Issue Area Dummy � � �
Case-Level Clustered SEs � �
Constant 0.42∗∗∗ 0.49∗∗∗ 0.45∗∗∗ −0.49∗∗∗ 0.04 −14.22 −14.22∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.12) (0.12) (0.15) (0.38) (488.52) (4.74)
N 189 133 133 3778 3171 3171 3171 3171
R-squared 0.04 0.08 0.42
Adj. R-squared 0.02 0.001 0.31

Note: Data collected and coded by Kuersten and Haire (2007). Outcome is the judge’s overall liberal voting record weighted by number
of cases (Models 1-3), whether she or he voted in a liberal or partially liberal direction in an individual case (Models 4-7), or whether he
or she voted in a conservative, mixed, or liberal direction in an individual case (Model 8). Models 7 and 8 additionally include standard
errors clustered at the case level. ∗∗∗p < .01, ∗∗p < .05, ∗p < .10.

individuals whose political affiliations suggest that they
would otherwise be conservative.21 However, the differ-
ence between Democrats and Republicans is not statis-
tically significant at traditional levels. This is consistent
with Washington (2008).

Daughters Effect by Gender

Several of our theories—for example, learning—suggest
that we should see an effect for men, but not for women.

21Taking the outcome variable at the case level and including an
ordered logit specification (not shown) does not affect these results;
there is no discernible liberalizing effect among Democrats.

However, a difficulty of analyzing the effect across gender
is that the pool of female judges differs markedly from
the pool of male judges. As Table 2 shows, there are fewer
women than men on the appellate courts during this
period. Additionally, female judges are more likely than
male judges to have no children (29% versus 8%) and
on average have fewer children as well (1.58 versus 2.66).
Mindful of the small sample size, Models 3 and 4 of Table
7 include the gender of the judge. We do find a strong and
significant effect for the male judges (Model 3); however,
the effect for female judges is both small and insignificant.
(In addition, an interaction between daughters and judge
gender is also not significant.) Given the small number
of women, and the smaller number who have children,
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TABLE 7 Weighted Least Squares Results

Voting Record in Feminist Direction

Republicans Democrats Men Women Republican Men
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

At Least 1 Girl 0.07 0.04 0.08 0.05 0.08
(0.04) (0.05) (0.04) (0.08) (0.04)

2 Children −0.005 0.10∗ 0.03 0.08 0.02
(0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.09) (0.07)

3 Children −0.01 0.08 0.04 −0.01 0.01
(0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.10) (0.07)

4 Children −0.07 0.19∗∗ 0.02 0.01 −0.06
(0.07) (0.08) (0.07) (0.13) (0.08)

Constant 0.30∗∗∗ 0.35∗∗∗ 0.30∗∗∗ 0.34∗∗∗ 0.28∗∗∗

(0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.07)
N 97 85 156 26 90
R-squared 0.04 0.09 0.03 0.08 0.05
Adj. R-squared −0.004 0.05 0.01 −0.09 0.001

Note: Outcome is judges’ proportion of feminist votes on gender-related cases. All models include fixed effects for total number of children
and use weights based on the number of cases heard by each judge. ∗∗∗p < .01, ∗∗p < .05, ∗p < .10.

we cannot rule out that there is no relationship between
having girls and voting in a more feminist direction on
gender-related cases. However, taken together with the
results presented in Model 5, this is strong suggestive
evidence that the effect is driven primarily by Republicans
and, in particular, Republican men (Model 5).

Daughters Effect for Single-Child Judges

An alternative, nonempathetic-based explanation behind
these findings is the use of fertility stopping rules, or
that judges who are progressive on gender issues are con-
tent with stopping having children when they have only
girls. Although we cannot fully rule this out as a pos-
sibility, we display results in Table 8 from models that
include only the 46 judges with zero children and one
child (Model 1) or one child (Models 2 and 3). This
group, because they have only one child, appears not to
have the expressed preference for gender parity that is
common in the United States. Within this subset, includ-
ing additional controls becomes impossible because of
the small sample size. However, having one daughter as
opposed to one son is linked to an even higher 16% in-
crease in the proportion of gender-related cases decided
in a feminist direction. Despite the smaller sample size,
the effect is significant at the 5% level, with a p-value of
.03. The effect persists after including controls for party
of the appointing president, as shown in Table 8, Model

TABLE 8 Weighted Least Squares Results

Voting Record in Feminist Direction

0 or 1 Child 1 Child 1 Child
(1) (2) (3)

1 Girl 0.161∗∗ 0.161∗∗ 0.159∗∗

(0.080) (0.068) (0.069)
1 Child −0.119∗

(0.067)
Republican −0.037

(0.069)
Constant 0.393∗∗∗ 0.274∗∗∗ 0.292∗∗∗

(0.037) (0.047) (0.059)
N 46 21 21
R-squared 0.097 0.230 0.242
Adj. R-squared 0.055 0.189 0.158

Note: Outcome is judges’ proportion of feminist votes on gender-
related cases. Model 1 includes judges with either zero children or
one child, whereas Models 2-3 include judges with one child only.
All models include fixed effects for total number of children and
use weights based on the number of cases heard by each judge. ∗∗∗p
< .01, ∗∗p < .05, ∗p < .10.

3. (Comparable results at the case level are included in
the supporting information.) However, it could still be
the case that these couples are still somehow exercis-
ing gender-related stopping preferences, which we discuss
below.
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Why a “Daughters Effect”?

Our results clearly demonstrate a liberalizing effect of
having daughters among judges voting in gender-related
cases. How the effect works, however, is less clear. For
example, one explanation might be that judges are trying
to protect, or shield, their daughters. That is, the effect
of having daughters comes primarily via judges trying to
rule in favor of policies that would protect their daughters
from emotional or physical harm. However, our results
allow us to partially rule out this protectionist explana-
tion: Given that we see an effect only in gender-related
civil cases, and not criminal cases, we have no reason to
think that simple parental instincts to protect or to shield
are behind the effect. If they were, we would likely see
some conservative shift among criminal cases, particu-
larly rape or sexual assault cases; we see no evidence of
this (see supporting information).

We also rule out that the effect could be driven by
most forms of lobbying or social pressure. To see this
sort of effect at its clearest, we would need to assume,
arguendo, that all girls pull parents in the same (e.g., lib-
eral) direction, which would translate into a uniform pull
across all kinds of cases. We see some limited evidence of
the first component, with girls pulling parents in more
liberal directions on gender-related cases, but none at all
of the second regarding all cases. Indeed, as evidenced by
Table 6, we see no relationship between having daughters
and voting more liberally overall. In addition, we see no
evidence that the effect increases along with the number
of daughters (i.e., as additional daughters apply addi-
tional social pressure); rather, the effect comes primarily
from having one girl. Lastly, if we relaxed the assumption
that all girls pull their parents in the same direction, we
would see muddled effects throughout; the fact that we
see fairly clear effects when it comes to gender-related
cases is additional evidence that this explanation is fairly
unlikely.22

This leaves two explanations as the most viable. The
first is preference realignment, or that having daughters
changes judges’ preferences in response to changing costs
and benefits (Warner 1991). For example, as the costs to
them of having unemployed daughters rise, judges may
opt against allowing discriminatory practices. Under this

22We could assume that daughters only lobby in a liberal direction
on cases having a gendered dimension and do not lobby on other
kinds of cases; however, this is a strong assumption, and we see no
reason why this would be the case or, at the very least, why it would
be so lopsided as suggested by our results. Under that additional
assumption, however, we do note that the observable implications
of this lobbying theory would be essentially identical to the learning
narrative.

theory, we would expect to see, as we do here, that judges
with daughters would vote in a more liberal fashion on
gender-related cases but less so on other sorts of cases.
We would also see that the effect materializes as soon as
a judge has one daughter. The second theory is learning,
or that having daughters leads judges to learn about is-
sues that they ordinarily would not be exposed to—such
as discrimination on the basis of pregnancy, Title IX,
and reproductive rights issues. Again, we would expect
to see this among gender-related cases only. In addition,
we would expect that the most “learning” happens with
having at least one girl.

Although we note that definitively adjudicating be-
tween the two theories is difficult, we see some suggestive
evidence in favor of the learning theory versus the prefer-
ence realignment theory. We do so because, although we
note that an interaction between daughters and a judge
being female is not significant, it is clear that the effect is
driven primarily by the men in the sample (Table 7). This
suggestive finding is consistent with the learning theory,
but not the preference realignment theory. For example,
female judges will already have firsthand experience with
the difficulties of being female and in the workplace. They
may already know the challenges of being young and in
need of reproductive rights services. And they could have
firsthand experience with the fact that very few women
played university sports before Title IX. Male judges, how-
ever, may not have this firsthand experience; for them, the
experience of having daughters could introduce them to
the challenges faced by young women. Under the realign-
ment theory, however, both men and women would have
incentives to liberalize employment discrimination law or
Title IX. However, we do not see an effect when we subset
the data to examine women only, although the sample
size is quite small.

We also note that the data do not definitively rule out
that judges might be using fertility stopping rules. How-
ever, three suggestive pieces of evidence move us away
from fertility stopping rules being the exclusive explana-
tion. First, the daughters effect remains intact when we
examine judges with only one child, for whom concerns
about fertility stopping rule usage are minimal. Second, if
it is true that more liberal judges continue having children
until they have at least one girl (or that more conserva-
tive judges are content to “stop” with having all boys),
then this would mean that having girls is correlated with
across-the-board liberal beliefs—which would translate
into liberal voting across all cases. We have no evidence of
this (Table 6). Lastly, although we do see in Table 9 some
evidence of the possible use of fertility stopping rules
across party, the daughters effect persists when subsetting
the data to just Republicans. For fertility stopping rules
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TABLE 9 Proportion of Girls (Conditional on Number of Children) for U.S. Courts of Appeals Judges
Participating in Gender-Related Cases, 1996-2002

Democrats Republicans

0 Girls 1 Girl 2 Girls 3 Girls 4 Girls 5 Girls 0 Girls 1 Girl 2 Girls 3 Girls 4 Girls 5 Girls

1 Child 0.46 0.54 – – – – 0.38 0.62 – – –
2 Children 0.15 0.48 0.36 – – – 0.32 0.50 0.18 – – –
3 Children 0.08 0.46 0.33 0.12 – – 0.13 0.37 0.37 0.13 – –
4 Children 0.07 0.07 0.53 0.33 0 – 0.07 0.27 0.60 0.07 0 –
5 Children 0 0 0.25 0.50 0 0.25 0.14 0.00 0.43 0.29 0.14 0
7 Children 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.33 0 0.67 0 0
9 Children 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0

to call this into question would mean that there would
have to be differentially applied stopping rules within the
Republican subset, something for which we have no evi-
dence. However, we note that this is suggestive evidence,
and fertility stopping rules cannot be conclusively ruled
out.

We also consider, as in Washington (2008), whether
the results are driven by selection bias—that is, whether
the decision to become a judge (or the decision by the
president to appoint someone as a judge) could be driven
by having daughters, and that this is driving the effect.
We would see this, for example, if conservative judges
who have daughters are more likely to seek employment
elsewhere and not in the federal judiciary. However, if
this selection was happening, we should see a liberaliz-
ing effect for having daughters across all cases, not just
gender-related cases. This is ruled out by Table 6.

Conclusion

Political science scholarship on the courts has mostly fo-
cused on the decision-making impact of two important
attributes: preferences (e.g., legal philosophy, ideology)
and ascriptive characteristics (e.g., race, gender). Less
well developed is the notion that personal relationships
and experiences—including contacts with close family
members—could help us understand how judges decide
cases.

In this article, we presented evidence that personal
relationships can in fact affect judges’ voting. Indeed,
across cases involving gender issues, judges who parent
daughters as opposed to sons are more likely to reach lib-
eral decisions—possibly because having daughters causes
judges to learn about women’s issues (Bolzendahl and

Myers 2004; Reingold and Foust 1998). These results are
in line with similar studies in a congressional context
(Washington 2008) as well as those in the public opin-
ion context (Shafer and Malhotra 2011; Warner 1991;
Warner and Steel 1999). Taken together, our results also
suggest that existing theories of judicial politics need to
be expanded. Decision making can be predicted by a the-
ory that relies on (1) law and partisanship, (2) strategy,
(3) identity, and, as we show in this article, (4) personal
relationships and experiences.

Three points are further worth noting. First, we use
daughters as an example primarily because it allows us to
avoid the problem of homophily. Other personal relation-
ships could, however, be equally if not more meaningful—
for example, having a gay or lesbian child or sibling (e.g.,
Dick Cheney’s daughter or Newt Gingrich’s sister), or hav-
ing a disabled or mentally ill son or daughter (e.g., Sarah
Palin’s youngest son). Second, and relatedly, the effect of
having daughters operates primarily in cases with a gen-
dered dimension. (In this regard, our results complement
not only Washington’s 2008 analysis of congressional rep-
resentatives, but also Boyd, Epstein, and Martin’s 2010
analysis of female judges.) Thus, we posit that to the ex-
tent that these sorts of personal relationships help predict
judges’ voting, it may be only on cases having a natural
or substantive connection to that personal relationship.
Thus, having daughters affects judges on how they vote
on cases that directly relate to issues important to young
women. We would expect to see similar close connections
between substantive issues and other kinds of personal
relationships.

Third, this fact has broader implications for descrip-
tive representation on the courts. Scholarship has demon-
strated that female judges decide cases differently from
men (Boyd, Epstein, and Martin 2010), and that African
Americans also decide cases differently from whites (Cox
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and Miles 2008). However, what we see here is that male
judges who have daughters are more likely to vote in
a liberal direction—despite not having those ascriptive
characteristics that would otherwise be linked to more
progressive views on women’s rights issues. To this extent,
despite Sonia Sotomayor’s comment that “a wise Latina
woman with the richness of her experiences would more
often than not reach a better conclusion than a white male
who hasn’t lived that life,” we find that empathy could be
a crosscutting effect. Indeed, what the quasi-experiment
of daughters shows is that the transformative impact of
personal relationships is not, and need not be, limited to
one group or one party.
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